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Abstract:
In the manufacturing operation, intelligent Supply Chain Management systems (SCMS) can improve the quality of products, reduce cost, and accelerate the decision making process. The incorporation of environmentally sustainable processes into SCMS minimizes the overall environmental impact which is the target of Green Supply Chain Management (GSCM). The intelligence of the GSCM systems makes the business smarter. For this reason, it is always a concern to utilize cutting-edge ideas and technologies to optimize the operation of these systems. Internet of Things (IoT) is a promising Information technological (IT) concept that allows environmental objects to communicate with each other automatically and without human intervention. IoT is one of the most important IT solutions that provides intelligence and sustainability to GSCM systems. The significant feature of IoT is the huge volumes of data, called ‘big data’ generated by the IoT sensors, installed on the different entities of the chain. To this end, big data processing in real time is a need for decision makers to preserve their companies’ competitive advantage. There are many big data analytics techniques in the literature to target this issue. Our work will focus on surveying the statistical techniques that can be used in the analysis of big data generated from the IoT sensors situated on the different parts of GSCM to improve its performance, flexibility, productivity, and optimization of its resources through the effective analysis of the large amounts of raw data involved in IoT enabled GSCM. We will also uncover the best tools that can be used for this purpose.
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1. Introduction

Supply Chain Management (SCM) is a concept that represents the centralized management of the lifecycle of products from cradle to grave, includes the management of all different activities sourcing, procurement, warehousing and logistics until the product reaches its final destination (consumer) [1]. SCM coordinates the different chain partners: suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, transporters, retailers, and customers [2]. The effectiveness of the SCM makes the business smarter, so it is a great point of research that needs more intelligent solutions. Customers and businesses are increasingly concerned about their carbon footprint as a result of climate change and global warming, and how data can help them achieve a sustainable and Green Supply Chain [1]. Green Supply Chain management (GSCM) is our focus in this survey which mandates that the environmental idea be incorporated into each and every stage of the product and service in a supply chain to address the economy’s environmental problems [3]. An intelligent GSCM is a forward-thinking chain that makes use of information technology (IT) paradigms and other technological tools to boost efficiency, streamline processes, and provides higher service level.

Internet of Things (IoT) is a promising IT concept that allows environmental objects to communicate with each other automatically and without human intervention. Of course, IoT is one of the most important IT solutions that provides intelligence and sustainability to GSCM systems. The over-accelerating evolution of IoT sensors has opened new challenges for IT researchers which is the analysis of the huge amounts of data generated by these IoT entities in real time [4]. The large amount of data known as big data is being collected from a number of sources as a result of the digital revolution and the widespread availability of electronic gadgets [5]. The analysis of these collected data can provide very useful information for decision makers, but analyzing these huge amounts of data and delivering it in time and appropriate format require special analyzing techniques [5][6]. The analysis of data generated from the variant parts of the supply chain management (SCM) process can significantly improve a factory's performance, flexibility, productivity, waste reduction, resource optimization both inside and outside the factory, and more environmentally friendly production methods [7].

The vast amounts of data used in the supply chain aid not only in increasing efficiency, but also in demand forecasting and know consumer preferences [8]. It has proved that IoT can enhance GSCM will allow for real-time data collection and efficiency, and real-time communication among supply chain entities [9]. However, the challenge of analyzing this amount of data generated from IoT sensors requires innovative techniques to analyze the data in an effective model that facilitate the process of knowledge discovery [10]. Big Data analytics techniques can be used for this challenge, which necessitate innovative statistical and mathematical methodologies to identify useful features or patterns in the data, such as relationships, trends, and outliers that aid in taking wise business decisions. To
provide the trustworthiness, validity, and consistency required for business decision making, Statistical Modeling is required to supplement Data Mining. Because graphically visualized models are easier and more efficient for sharing complicated information. Big data analysts frequently create a labelled diagram to aid in the description of the output[11].

There are many papers in the literature that survey the big data analytics techniques in SCM, but this research focus on the statistical big data analytics techniques in the analysis of IoT – enabled GSCM data. In this regard this paper makes the following contributions:

1. Discussion of the big data analytics techniques and tools with special focus on the statistical techniques is provided.
2. The overall architecture of Big Data analytics in IoT-enabled GSCM with a discussion of the implementation details is introduced.
3. A table of literature studies that relate to this paper topic is provided.

The following sections are organized as follow: section 2: IoT and big data overview, section 3: Big data analytics in IoT-enabled GSCM, section 4: Statistical techniques for analyzing the big data generated from GSCM entities, then we conclude our work in section 5 finally listed our references in section 6.

2. IoT & Big Data Overview

This section provide overview about IoT and big data technologies starting with IoT

2.1 IoT

The main idea behind the Internet of Things is that we need to support computers with their own data-gathering capabilities so they can "see," "hear," and "smell" the world for themselves. Computers can now observe, identify, and understand the world without the limitations of human-entered data thanks to RFID and sensor technology[12].The two words that compose IoT: Internet and things can be analyzed to give better understanding of the concept of IoT the first word Internet refers to the internet connection needed in IoT, and the second word things refers to the things that are embedded with electronics to enable it collect data from its environment and send it on the internet for processing, these things also can receive instructions for doing some operations [13].There are four main layers that make up The IoT network [10]:

![IoT Network Diagram]
1. Sensing layer that connects various devices such as RFID tags, sensors, and actuators.
2. Networking layer that allows data to be transferred over a wired or wireless network.
3. Service layer, which uses middleware technology to connect services and applications.
4. An interface layer that shows the information to the user and allows them to interact with the system.

There are five key IoT technologies [14]:

- Radio Frequency Identification (RFID): it is a technological equipment that is placed on physical things and allows for the identification, tracking, and transmission of data.
- Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN): it is a wireless network made up of a collection of sensors that are used to sense the status of environmental objects, such as their geographical position, speed, humidity, and etc. WSN is used in many critical applications such as tele-surgery, medical diagnosis, modern agriculture, smart cities, and GSCM. The sensors in the WSN can also communicate and collaborate with RFID tags [9].
- Middleware: it is a logical layer that facilitate the communication between IoT infrastructure (like RFID tags, sensors and actuators) and application developers.
- Cloud computing: a powerful multi-access computing server accessible via the internet that allows users to share and access a collection of IT resources (hardware, software, storage, networks, and so on) on demand. Cloud
computing is a main component of the IoT networks because of big data produced by IoT gadgets [9]. The produced big data must be analyzed via powerful computing devices (cluster of connected servers such in cloud data centers) in order to enable decision makers to get timely, easy to understand, and valuable data. The real-time analysis of the IoT data collected from the supply chain entities gives the manager supply chain’s updates at once, which leads to taking very efficient and profitable decisions.

- IoT application software: IoT enables creation of a wide range of applications in industry and academia. IoT applications enable reliable and robust object-to-object and individuals-to-object interactions, whereas devices and networks provide physical connectivity. Data/messages must be collected and processed timely by IoT applications on devices.

IoT has the potential to change and automate everything in our life. The smart GSCM is one of application areas of IoT. [15]. IoT sensors is used in the supply chain for collecting end-user data [10]. It also has a number of capabilities that can help with SCM, such as cost minimization, efficient inventory management, object tracking, resource saving, and latency minimization [7]. However, the impact of IoT on various supply chain processes is somewhat mysterious. Our goal in this review is to determine the impact of IoT on GSCM by conducting a systematic literature review.

2.2 Big Data
The big data term, can be described as the massive flood of data in the Exabyte’s and beyond has broadened the scope of technological capability for storing, managing, processing, interpreting, and visualising vast amounts of data. [4] [2]. RFID and video and audio capturing sensors, tracking sensors, warehousing and transportation data, Global Positioning System (GPS), GPRS (General Packet Radio Service), Vehicle and engineering tracking systems, such as black-boxes on heavy vehicles, and container and contents tracking systems are just a few examples of big data sources [15], [16].

Big data can be categorized according to the five Vs[5], [10] as shown in figure 1:
Volume: massive amounts of data are generated every day all over the world,
Velocity: the speed of collecting data, the reliability with which data is sent, the efficiency with which data is stored, the speed with which usable knowledge is discovered, and the speed with which decision-making models and algorithms are developed.
Variety property of big data refers to the various types of data that must be analyzed.
Veracity refers to the process of verifying data to ensure that only the best data is selected; this verification is usually carried out under the supervision of specific authorities and security levels.
Value: the most important "V" from a business standpoint, the value of big data is typically derived from insight discovery and pattern recognition, which leads to more efficient operations.
Figure 1: Big Data 5V

The systems that deal with big data should meet special requirements to be capable of handling big data operations efficiently [17]:

- **Scalability**: the system ability to manage increased demands. This ability must be increased to meet the Big Data volume. The scalability can be increased vertically by adding more processors, memory or faster hardware into a single server, or horizontally by adding more servers into a group of cooperating servers, called a cluster.

- **Distribution models**: bring many great benefits when working with Big Data. The system can store more data, handle more read or write operations per time, and provide availability even when there are network problems or a server crashes.

- **Consistency**: When the replication is used, it provides many benefits. On the other hand, it brings problems with consistency. When two users update the same data at the same time, each on a different server, they create a write-write conflict. This ability must be taken in consideration when working on big data.

### 3. Big Data Analytics in IoT-enabled GSCM

#### 3.1 Big Data Analytics

Big Data Analytics (BDA) is the utilization of various analytical methodologies and the ability to rapidly process huge amounts and types of data to uncover hidden patterns and output useful insights for decision-makers [18]–[21]. It is a time-consuming task that involves everything from data acquisition until visualization and presentation. As data scales reach petabyte levels, traditional data processing tools produce unsatisfactory results when working with such complex structure and volumes of datasets [22]. Traditional data analytics methods face many challenges when dealing with big data such as coding/decoding, processing, pattern detection and analysis, transfer and sharing, as well as scale and complexity issues when analyzing such large amounts of data, due to its unstructured and heterogeneous nature[1]. We can create better
computational models that lead to better decision-making, which can be applied to a wide range of real-world scenarios [15].

The big data analytics techniques can be categorized into four categories [23]:

- **Statistical techniques**: the basic BDA which provides a systematic framework for collecting and analyzing big data in order to draw inferences and conclusions. Correlation, regression, Delphi, and multivariate statistical analysis are examples of common statistical methods. Statistics aids in overcoming the high-speed computation requirements of BDA [6], [24].

- **Machine learning techniques**: machine learning is a branch of computer science that focuses on making computers mimic human intelligence [25]. The algorithms in this category focus on making computers learn and think as humans. They try to extract knowledge from specific data in the same way as humans [26]. Linear regression, logistic regression, Artificial neural networks (ANN), decision tree, random forest, naïve bayes, k-nearest neighbors, k-means, and support vector machines (SVM) are examples of common machine learning techniques [27]. Machine learning is the foundation for increasing computer intelligence and is at the heart of artificial intelligence [28].

- **Data mining techniques**: The process of predicting outputs by looking for patterns, outliers, anomalies, and correlations in big data sets [29]. Text mining, web mining, and spatial mining are three common types of data mining. They all aid in the discovery of knowledge and the decision-making process [19].

- **Optimization techniques**: Analytical method for finding optimal solutions in a short amount of time by converting real-world problems into mathematical models. Genetic algorithms, whale algorithm, simulated annealing, gorilla-troops algorithm, tabu search, particle swarm algorithms, and evolutionary algorithms are examples of common optimization methods [30]–[33]. For quantitative decision making, optimization aids in the discovery of optimal solutions.
According to the literature, eco-design, green innovation, and clean production are among the BDA-enabled internal environment management activities.[34]. Internal environment management has benefited from statistical techniques such as causative analysis and correlation analysis, which have assisted in revealing potential and regular operation patterns by processing large volumes of internal operation data.[35]. As a result, businesses can gain valuable forward-looking information and provide environmental solutions for internal environment management[36]. Firms can, for example, investigate energy consumption patterns and redesign production processes to save energy [35].

3.2 Big data analytics tools
Each Big Data tool focuses only on a specific field of a big data usage. For example, Kibana aims at visualization, and HDFS targets storage. Although some tools focus on multiple fields, no such tool aims at them all. Therefore, the solution of a specific big data problem may consist of a set of tools that have to be used. So the solution implementer has to have theoretical knowledge about all available tools and must be able to decide which tool fits the problem the best, and have practical experience with all of the chosen tools.

Every relevant Big Data tool can be classified into one of these components. Some tools can also be classified into more components, because of their features (transferring, resource management, storage, processing, advanced analytics, orchestration, presentation)[17]. Table 1 present the common tools that can be used for statistical big data analytics [37], [38]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hadoop</td>
<td>Software framework for handling big data and clustered file systems. It uses the Map Reduce model of programming to analyze big datasets, written in java programming language [39].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>It is free and open source programming language specialized in writing programming scripts in data science application. It is name refers to first character of its two creators' names, “Ross Ihaka” and “Robert Gentleman”. R is very good and easy to write scripting language in writing statistical analytics and data visualization instructions. R is a dynamic and free multi-paradigm software environment, written in C programming language. R can be integrated with Hadoop and python in data science applications [40], [41].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>python</td>
<td>Python is easy to learn open source programming language. Python is now called the language of data science because of its built in libraries that facilitate work with data big data. Python have many library that relate to data representation, visualization and processing such as pandas, numpy, scikit-learn, keras and etc [42].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark</td>
<td>Data analytics, machine learning algorithms, and fast cluster computing are all part of this open source framework. written in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Scala, Java, Python, and R.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storm</th>
<th>It is a Fault-tolerant instant computational framework that is cross-platform, parallel stream processing. Storm is open-source and free, written in Java programming language.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RapidMiner</td>
<td>Cross-platform tool that integrates data science, machine learning, and predictive analytics into one environment, provides a GUI to design and execute analytical workflows, written in Java programming language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 GSCM

Keeping our Environment safe and healthy is the responsibility of all society individuals. Recently, researchers from different fields focused their works in this topic. Therefore, it is important for any business manager to consider environmental concerns in taking business decisions. To this end, incorporating the environmental idea into each and every stage of the product and service supply chain to address the economy's environmental problems is a need. This is the reason why GSCM is taking a special focus among operations’ and other science branches’ researchers. GSCM is an approach to improving process of product manufacturing and distribution according to environmental regulations [3]. The rise in carbon gas radiation and environmental pollution by businesses operations has necessitated the realignment of supply chain operations in order to conserve scarce resources. The goal of GSCM is to eliminate or reduce energy waste throughout the supply chain.[1]. GSCM has five key elements[43]:

- **Green procurement**: this element means buying products and services that have a minimal negative impact on the environment, consisting of activities such as material reduction, reuse, and recycling during the purchasing process. It takes human beings health and environmental concerns into account when looking for high-quality goods and services at reasonable prices.

- **Green design**: it is a concept used to describe facets of design that aim to make the final product more sustainable and environmentally friendly. Green design can be used in a variety of contexts, such as car and airplane design to improve aerodynamics and reduce fuel consumption.

- **Green Operations**: relates to the incorporation of environmental management policies into product development operations in order to enhance environmental performance [44], [45].

- **Green Manufacturing and Remanufacturing**: refers to the revitalization of manufacturing processes and the establishment of ecologically responsible operations in the industry. It is, in essence, the "greening" of manufacturing, in which fewer raw materials are used, produce less pollution and waste, recycle and reuse materials, and lessen emissions in their processes.
Reverse logistics: Concerned with the recycling of end user products and materials. It is a form of SCM in which goods are returned from customers to manufacturer or producer. It is required for processes such as returns and recycling after a client use the product.

The significance of GSCM is primarily due to the environment's degradation, which includes raw material resources’ depleting and rising pollution levels. However, it is not only about being environmentally conscious; it is also about making sound business decisions and increasing profits [43].

3.4 The role of big data analytics in IoT-enabled GSCM
Currently, the importance of BDA has been identified by researchers in GSCM, which mandates that the environmental idea be incorporated in each and every stage of the product and service in the SC to address problems of environment. BDA assists businesses in analysing environmental data across the SC and generating valuable insights to help them improve their GSCM [46]. GSCM has recognized as a crucial concern for management staff, policymakers, and the general public at large as environmental consciousness of global warming, toxic pollutants, and chemical spills has grown [47]. Actual instant analysis of dynamic energy use and carbon emission data is possible with BDA, as well as the improvement of manufacturing procedures to save energy and reduce emissions [48]. BDA assists businesses in mining environmental data across the supply chain and generating insights to help them improve GSCM[49]. When BDA is used inefficiently to eliminate information asymmetry, it can be difficult to assess suppliers' greenness[23]. One reason for the ineffective use of BDA is a lack of knowledge about the different methodologies of BDA that can be used, and the GSCM aspects that can be improved by BDA[50]. The benefits of BDA in green product development have been proposed in recent research [51], Green supplier selection[52], green logistics[53], and customer green cooperation [54]. minimized carbon and harmful gas emissions, energy savings, improved long-term development collaboration, and increased client green sense of achievement are all expected to result from these BDA-enabled GSCM practices [23].

The selection of green suppliers is one of the most crucial aspects of green procurement[54]. BDA assists businesses in evaluating suppliers' environmental performance based on historical data [55], [52]. Collaboration with suppliers is another important aspect of green purchasing [54]. Environmental requirements and sustainability needs in addition to business information must be communicated with suppliers and sellers in order to achieve significant long-term performance. BDA eliminates information synchronization and improves information sharing with suppliers, resulting in increased environmental collaborative effort. Packaging, transportation, reverse logistics, and information sharing are all examples of customer green cooperation [47], [54], [56]. Clients’ engagement in green purchasing, clean production, product recycling, and eco-design should be supported by a company's overall BDA capabilities, according to the author. As a result, businesses can minimized their carbon emission and environmental pollution. Green
logistics, which is an important part of client green collaboration, refers to the application of effective logistics technology to the design and execution of logistics efforts to minimize environmental contamination and waste of business resources [57].

3.5 The architecture of Big Data analytics in IoT-enabled GSCM

BDA is ideal for processing large amounts of unstructured environmental data and generating high level insights to help with GSCM process. BDA, for example, allows for instant analysis of dynamic energy exhaustion and harmful gases emission data, as well as the evolution of manufacturing processes to save energy and reduce emissions [23]. BDA assists businesses in mining environmental data across the supply chain and generating insights to help them improve GSCM.
As shown in Figure 2, the life of big data analytics in GSCM. The IoT sensors are installed at all GSCM components to collect the data and then forward it to access points through WSN, which send it to edge computing or cloud computing for further processing. Applications that work on IoT data collect from GSCM components run on cloud computing. These applications analyze GSCM data and generate reports, or notifications to decision makers. Each GSCM component can be identified by RFID that is sent with data to cloud applications. To analyze the big data collected from the GSCM components, two important things should be determined:

- The best big data analytics tool that suit the analysis.
- The type of analytics and the analytics algorithm.

Figure 2: architectural framework of Big Data analytics in IoT-enabled GSCM

So as we mentioned the analysis of big data requires systems with special analytics techniques to uncover the hidden structures in the data to extract the useful information for the decision makers [17]. The analytics techniques that can handle big data in GSCM can be divided into four areas: internal environment, management, green purchasing, and customer green cooperation [19], [58].

4. Statistical techniques for analyzing the big data generated from GSCM entities.

This section discusses the recent statistical techniques that address the challenges resulted in big data systems. According to [59], [60] the statistical big data methodologies can be categorized into the following main classes:
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So as we mentioned the analysis of big data requires systems with special analytics techniques to uncover the hidden structures in the data to extract the useful information for the decision makers [17]. The analytics techniques that can handle big data in GSCM can be divided into four areas: internal environment, management, green purchasing, and customer green cooperation [19], [58].

4. Statistical techniques for analyzing the big data generated from GSCM entities.

This section discusses the recent statistical techniques that address the challenges resulted in big data systems. According to [59], [60] the statistical big data methodologies can be categorized into the following main classes:
1. **Divide and conquer**: the methodologies fall in this class follow the split and merge principle to analyze the big data challenge. The dataset is divided into N small normally computable blocks. Each block of data is passed as an input to selected statistical algorithm. The results from the different blocks are collected using appropriate strategy. The process of combining the results from the N blocks represents the challenge of the divide and conquer methods, however, the processing of the small blocks simultaneously on different cores can reduce the time complexity for the algorithm which is the big advantage of these methods [61].

2. **Online updating for stream data**: the idea behind the methods of this category is processing streamed data in real time without storing it [62].

3. **Subsampling-based methods**: The sampling methods represent efficient and general option to the big data problem. In these methods a subset of the original dataset is chosen to be used instead of the original dataset to do model estimation, prediction, and statistical inference using a carefully designed probability distribution. The design of the probability distribution for taking the sample is the most important component for these methods. The simple uniform distribution is a naive choice for the probability distribution. The Bayesian bootstraps [60] and leveraging [63] are two subsampling methods that are proposed in 2014.

Table 2 summarize the state of the art of literature in the topic of this paper. It lists the set of paper worked on utilizing statistical big data analytics techniques in the area of IoT-enabled GSCM.

**Table 2**: statistical techniques for analyzing the big data generated by the IoT devices installed in the GSCM entities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>year</th>
<th>Analytics technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>El-Kassar, Abdul Nasser Singh, Sanjay Kumar [35].</td>
<td>Technological Forecasting and Social Change.</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Statistical analysis. correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, Chenxiao, Qingpu Zhang, and Wei Zhang.[64].</td>
<td>Research in Transportation Business and Management.</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Statistical analysis. Regression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luthra, S., D. Garg, and A. Haleem[67].</td>
<td>Journal of The Institution of Engineers (India):</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Statistical analysis. regression</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Conclusion:

This paper surveys the statistical techniques that can be put in use for analyzing big data generated from GSCM components by installed IoT devices. We firstly covered the concept of big data, IoT, GSCM, and Big Data Analytics then provided the framework of developing IoT applications for processing big data generated from GSCM using cloud or edge computing technologies. We also discussed the significance of big data analytics in processing GSCM data and explained the best tools that can be used for this purpose. Finally we have surveyed the most papers that worked on this subject from the literature.
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